Data mining is an extraordinarily demanding field referring to extraction of implicit knowledge and relationships, which are not explicitly stored in databases. Agent paradigm presents a new way of conception and realizing of data mining system. The purpose is to combine different algorithms of data mining to prepare elements for decision-makers, benefiting from the possibilities offered by the multi-agent systems. While the emerging field of privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) will enable many new data mining applications, it suffers from several practical difficulties. PPDM algorithms are difficult to develop and computationally intensive to execute. Developers need convenient abstractions to reduce the costs of engineering PPDM applications. The individual parties involved in the data mining process need a way to bring high-performance, parallel computers to bear on the computationally intensive parts of the PPDM tasks. This paper discusses the comparative study between multi agent based data mining and high-performance privacy preserving data mining. This paper offers a detailed analysis of the agent framework for data mining and its overall architecture and functionality are presented and also challenges in developing PPDM algorithms with existing frameworks, and motivates the design of a new infrastructure based on these challenges.
INTRODUCTION
The databases and data warehouses become more and more popular and imply huge amount of data which need to be efficiently analyzed. Knowledge Discovery in Databases can be defined as the discovery of interesting, implicit, and previously unknown knowledge from large databases [1] [2] . Agents' technology has proven to be particularly useful in several applications particularly when they imply managing user profiles. In data mining the sharing of data creates many potential privacy problems. Many organizations have restrictions on data sharing. Instead of dispensing entirely with cooperative data mining, research has instead focused on Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM), which uses various techniques, statistical, cryptographic and others, to facilitate cooperative data mining while protecting the privacy of the organizations or individuals involved. In addition, because complex computation is often required, high performance and parallel computing technologies are necessary for efficient operation, adding yet another level of complexity to development. Furthermore, the system seamlessly integrates high performance computing technologies, to ensure an efficient data mining process. While there is much research that discusses available algorithms and techniques in PPDM, few studies focus on high performance computational architectures that support them.
FRAMEWORK FOR DATA MINING BASED MULTI-AGENT
A Multi-Agents System (MAS) consists of processes proceeding at the same time, therefore several agents living at the same time, sharing common resources and communicating between them [3] . The MAS must respect the standards of programming defined by the FIPA i.e., Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents. We first discuss a generic architecture of data mining framework based multi-agent. Then we study the architecture of the Data Mining System based multi-Agent. Fig. 1 Generic architecture of data mining framework based multi-agent [19] The figure 1 describes the data mining frame work based multi agent. The MAS will be present, first, in the level of concepts hierarchy definition. After, when the resulting models from the data mining process are elaborated, the MAS is used to present the best adapted decision to the user. The proposition of decision-aid is stored in knowledge base, which could be useful in a later decision-making. Thus, it must be available among the agents which are in the entry of MAS. The identification of the agents will be done in the following section. Different methods of data mining have been proposed. Each method could have more than one algorithm. During the KDD process applied on geographic data, the user can be opposed to a problem of choosing between methods or even between algorithms. The conception of a system of data mining based multi-agent begins by the description of agents and the interaction between them [19] . 
Generic Architecture of Data Mining Framework

General Architecture of Data Mining System based multi-Agent
This model makes it possible to take into account the various elements and to estimate the consequences of the various actions undertaken by the simulation or the construction of scenarios. A system based on such a model allows the evaluation of the strategic actions and consequently the anticipation of the phenomenon and the determination of the adequate strategy. The field of data mining shows characteristics favorable to a modeling multi-agent: a system of which the browsing by traditional methods leads to too large combinative. Thus the approach multi-agent is adopted. The various agents identified on this level are the following: an evaluator agent, comparison agent, a coordinator agent, one or more agents for data mining and an interface agent [19] . The general architecture of Data Mining System based multi-Agent is given by figure 2 which illustrates the interaction between the described agents.
ARCHITECTURE FOR PRIVATE AND HIGH PERFORMANCE INTEGRATED DATA MINING
The availability of frameworks, simple development environments are lacking, it is especially difficult to integrate the Privacy preserving data mining level of mining with the use of local high-performance computing resources (e.g. grid, clusters and specialized hardware). Architecture for Private and High-performance Integrated Data mining seeks to overcome these imitations. The design is influenced by several desired data, which have been explicitly identified in the literature or found lacking in other systems. Architecture for Private and High Performance Integrated Data Mining is explicitly built on a two-tier system of Privacy preserving data mining, which differentiates it from other systems. On the first tier, different organizations also called parties in the PPDM context communicate with each other, typically using secure, privacy preserving communications. The second tier includes grids and clusters within a particular party. Treating these tiers distinctly helps the developer to manage the complexities Inherent in each level [20] . 
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Volume , August 2010 Figure 4 shows the stack of systems comprising a typical Architecture for Private and High Performance Integrated Data Mining installation within a single party. Organizational data to be mined is frequently stored in a relational database server. Because a relational database manager is typically insufficient for flexible data mining, and because these servers are often intimately involved in core business processes, this data is converted and transferred to a high-performance distributed file system (e.g. HDFS [9], or grid-based storage). The PPDM process begins with a request from a client, typically as part of a larger application, for the output of a specific PPDM algorithm (e.g. a classified test point, a classifier model, a set of clusters, or a set of association rules). The algorithms are available by unique services representing the algorithm, a partitioning (vertical, horizontal, or arbitrary) and a specific implementation. The PPDM services layer and the High-Performance Computing (HPC) respectively support these needs. The PPDM services layer acts as a gateway to external parties. The HPC services layer is a generic interface that interacts with a pluggable set of cluster and grid runtime systems (e.g. MapReduce) to perform the local mining of the database which will become part of the larger PPDM algorithm. It will store and access training databases, and submit compute intensive jobs through the appropriate channels. Having these broad collections of servicebased functions available, meets Architecture for Private and High Performance Integrated Data Mining's requirements for flexibility [20] .
Components of Architecture for Private and High Performance Integrated Data Mining
Each layer of Architecture for Private and High Performance Integrated Data Mining a development model must first be established to provide a simple yet powerful abstraction for PPDM development.
Program Structure
In order to bridge computations on a grid or cluster with DDM/PPDM computations, a simplified interface is needed.
Shared Variables
One technique APHID employs to simplify PPDM application development is the use of shared variables. These variables work similarly to those of traditional shared memory systems, with the exception that they have a particular policy attached. 
Main Execution Layer
The Main Execution Layer (MEL) is itself a collection of services. These are the high level services that compromise the full data mining algorithms themselves (e.g. Na¨ıve Bayes, k-NN, SVM, etc.) which are then easily integrated into higherlevel applications [20] .
High-Performance Computing Services
For interfacing with the training databases, and for resource intensive computing conducted during the PPDM process, the High-Performance Computing web services (HPCWS) provide a generic interface to this functionality. The HPC layer can be adapted by each party to interface with their specific HPC installation, which can include clusters, grids and specialized hardware [20] .
PPDM Services
The PPDM Services (PPDM-WS) is responsible for both providing primitive DDM/PPDM operations (e.g. secure sum), but also for providing the send, receive and peer finding operations on which those operations are built. Developing this set of services for PPDM is efficient, because most popular SMC-based PPDM algorithms tend to utilize a small set of SMC operations. By providing a toolkit of frequently used operations, as suggested in [5] , developers can easily implement numerous PPDM algorithms [20] . [17] [8], [11] [12], [13] , [14] , [15] , [11] [12], [16] , [14] [7], [6] 4. COMPARISON OF MULTI AGENT BASED DATA MINING AND HIGH-PERFORMANCE PRIVACY PRESERVING DATA MINING 
CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the increasing of complexity and numbers of data mining techniques, we studied and compared in this paper the decision support and data mining process to identify the main difficulties. As the field of Privacy Preserving Data Mining continues to evolve, yielding new algorithms and support for high-performance computing, Architecture for Private and High Performance Integrated Data Mining systems will continue to evolve as well.
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